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INTJ

General Strengths: intJs seek to shift paradigms to enact effective change. they strive for 
deep understanding of issues and solutions, charting a course to effective implementation 
through logical planning.

value to the PLC How to Show iNTJs Their value as PLC Members

identifying the big picture for change and plotting a 
course to get there

leading complex decisions by conceptualizing, 
clarifying, and communicating to shift paradigms 

thinking and acting independent of the status quo

striving to have a positive impact on the future

Pay serious attention to the long-range plans they 
suggest, while keeping short-term ideas consistent with 
the big goals

listen to their observations and challenges—it is how 
they improve ideas

allow for independent work—they need to own goals 
to care about them

trust their processes toward clear, good decisions

Approach to Data Approach to Accountability

love using data as the basis for logical, robust decisions

Develop strategies to quickly cull out the most useful 
numbers and systematize analysis

Create new assessments or surveys if available data 
cannot answer questions

Prefer objective data but are open to subjective data if 
collection can be efficient

hold themselves and everyone else to high intellectual 
standards

View accountability from a systemic level and are 
concerned with whether the entire school or building is 
succeeding

Work to identify key leverage points for sustainable change

seek continuous improvement in their own classrooms 
and welcome results-oriented suggestions

intellectual PLC Activity Preferences Communication Style

setting ambitious goals and planning and acting to 
meet them

using data and research to make decisions about 
instruction

Fine-tuning assessments for useful data on what 
students have and have not mastered

having intellectual discussions focused on informing 
decisions or practice

use systems thinking; synthesize and organize ideas 

straightforward; focused on strategies or solutions

speak from a prepared, well-formed position, 
sometimes misinterpreted as arrogance

emphasize unconventional perspectives

What Causes Distress or Discouragement Strategies for Relieving Stress

Failure of careful plans due to unforeseeable 
circumstances

too much time spent in extraversion or working with 
details; arbitrary deadlines

take time for a project that you can control—garden 
planning, organizing supplies, and so on

use the senses—exercise, cook, paint, play music; find a 
reason to laugh

An iNTJ might say: “the more audacious the goal, the more engaged i get in planning to 
bring it to reality. Once we set our sights, don’t mistake my single-mindedness for arrogance—i 
honestly see what we need to do to get there. Question me with solid facts or alternatives, and 
my ears are wide open.”




